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ABSTRACT 
In this thesis, we study a maintenance model and an extended warranty 
problem. In the first part of the thesis, a monotone process model is introduced 
for a deteriorative system with k + 1 state {k working states and one failure state). 
We prove that the model is equivalent to a geometric process model for a 2-state 
system, in the sense that both systems will have the same long-run average cost 
per unit time and the same optimal maintenance policy. We shall determine an 
optimal policy explicitly. Furthermore, the monotonicities of the optimal policy 
N* in parameters are also studied. 
In the second part of the thesis, an extended warranty model that includes 
a free repair period and an extended warranty will be applied. Consumers have 
choices to choose a A;-renewal warranty policy or a A:-repair warranty policy at 
the end of free repair period. Different choices will have different cost implica-
tions for consumers and manufacturers. The explicit expression for the expected 
discounted cost of operating a unit over its lifetime cycle for both consumers and 
manufacturers are derived respectively. Moreover, as a special case, the warranty 
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1.1 Geometric Process and Maintenance Prob-
lem 
At the initial stage of research in maintenance problem, most research work 
studies the perfect repair model, which assumes that a failed system after repair 
will be "as good as new". However, in practice, it is not always the case. Then 
Barlow and Hunter (1960) suggested the minimal repair model in which a failed 
system after repair will function again but with the same failure rate and the 
same effective age as at the time of failure (also see Park (1979) for reference). 
Thereafter, Brown and Proschan (1983) considered an imperfect repair model 
which, with probability p, is a perfect repair, and with probability 1 - p , is a min-
imal repair. The imperfect repair model is the combination of the perfect repair 
model and the minimal repair model. However, in the above cases, the repair 
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times are often ignored. For more reference, see Barlow and Proschan (1965) and 
Ascher and Feingold (1984). 
In real situation, a failed system after repair is usually getting worse and has 
poorer performance, then the successive operation times of the system after re-
pairs will become shorter and shorter, and will eventually die out. This implies 
that the total operation time of the system must be finite. On the other hand, 
due to the aging effect and accumulative wearing, the consecutive repair times of 
a system after failures will become longer and longer and tend to infinity in the 
end, i.e., the system is finally non-repairable. 
Therefore, most systems are deteriorative so that the successive operation 
times are stochastically decreasing, while the consecutive repair times are stochas-
tically increasingly. Note here that a random variable X is said to be stochasti-
cally greater (less) than random variable Y, if 
P {X > a) > (<) P ( y > a) for all real a. 
It is denoted by X >^t {<st) Y (see Ross (1996) for reference). Furthermore, a 
stochastic process {Xn ： n = 1, 2 , . . . } is said to be stochastically increasing (de-
creasing) if Xn+i >st {<st) Xn, for n = 1, 2, . . •• 
Although one can use the non-homogeneous Poisson process for modelling 
these deteriorative repairable systems with a monotone hazard rate, it seems 
plausible that an alternative and a more direct approach to the maintenance 
problem is to study some stochastically monotone process models. For this pur-
pose, as a simple monotone process, Lam (1988a, b) introduced the following 
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geometric process ( G P ) , 
Definition 1.1. 
A stochastic process {Xn, n = 1，2，...} is a geometric process ( G P ) , ifthere ex-
ists a real a > 0 such that {a^'^Xn, n = 1, 2 , . . . } forms a renewal process ( R P ) . 
Number a is called the ratio of the G P . 
It is clear that, if 0 < a < 1, the G P is stochastically increasing; if a > 1， 
it is stochastically decreasing. Moreover, if a = 1，the G P will reduce to a R P . 
Given a G P {Xi, i = 1, 2 , . . . } with ratio a, then we can show that 
Cj2 
E {X,) = J ^ and Var ( ¾ ) = ^ ^ , 
where jJL and a^ are the mean and variance of X i respectively. 
Obviously, the G P is a simple monotone process. Therefore, the G P model 
has been widely applied to the maintenance problem. In fact, a non-increasing 
G P can be applied for modelling the successive operation times while a non-
decreasing G P can be used for formulating the consecutive repair times. Lam 
(1988a and b) introduced a G P maintenance model for an one-unit system. Af-
terwards, a G P model was applied to the maintenance problem of a two-unit 
parallel system (Lam (1995)) as well as a two-unit series system (Lam k Zhang 
(1996a, b)). For more reference, also see Neuts, Rafall k Inmaculada (1999). 
Furthermore, Lam (1992a)，Lam and Chan (1998)，and Lam and Zhu (1999) has 
also applied the G P model to analyze the data which come from a series of events 
with a monotone trend. For many sets of real data analysis, it can be seen that 
the G P model is an appropriate and simple model for fitting such kind of data. 
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In addition, Lam (2000) generalized a G P maintenance model from his earlier 
paper (see Lam (1988a)) by making the following assumptions. 
Assumpt ion 1. At the beginning, a new system is installed. Whenever the 
system fails, it can be repaired or replaced. 
Assumption 2. Let X i be the operating time after the installation or a replace-
ment. In general, for n > 1, let Xn be the operating time of the system after the 
( n - l ) t h repair, then {X^, n = 1, 2 , . . . } forms a decreasing G P with ratio a > 1. 
Moreover, let Yn be the repair time after the nth failure, then {Yn, n 二 1, 2 , . . . } 
constitutes an increasing G P with ratio 0 < b < 1. 
Assumption 3. The replacement policy N is used by which the system is re-
placed by an identical new one at the Nth failure time. Moreover, denote the 
time duration spent in the nth replacement by 么，then {Zn, n 二 1,2,. •.} follows 
a R P . 
It is because the time durations spend in each replacement of a system should 
be stochastically the same no matter how old the operating system is. 
Assumption 4. The process {Xn, n 二 1 ,2 , . . . } , { K , n 二 1 , 2 ’ . . . } and 
{Zn, n 二 1,2，...} are three independent sequences of independent nonnega-
tive random variables. 
Assumption 5. The operating reward rate is r, the repair cost rate is c and the 
replacement cost is R. 
Then, a cycle is completed if a replacement is completed. It is clear that 
the time intervals between two replacements form a R P . By using the standard 
result in renewal reward process, the expression of the long-run average cost per 
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unit time was obtained and an analytic expression for the determination of an 
optimal policy N* was derived for minimizing the long-run average cost per unit 
time. Furthermore, the monotonicities of the optimal policy N* in parameters 
were also investigated. 
1.2 Warranty Problem 
Nowadays, the roles of warranty in product sales and services have been be-
coming more and more significant. Generally speaking, a warranty is used to 
protect a consumer to receive free product repair or product replacement for any 
unexpected failure of a product under proper use within a specified period after 
buying. In other words, a warranty is a contractual obligation incurred by a man-
ufacturer (vender or seller) in connection with the sale of a product (see Blischke 
and Murthy (1994)). Whenever the product fails to meet its required performance 
under the duration of warranty coverage, the manufacturer has a responsibility 
to compensate for the loss of consumer. Nevertheless, product warranty is often 
an effective advertising tool used by the manufacturer for promoting products, 
increasing sales and competing with other manufacturers. 
Obviously, a consumer desires to know which manufacturer provides better 
warranty terms that convey the information that the risk or uncertainty of a 
product is low, and how to select among different kinds of warranty policy with 
highly diverse terms. Meanwhile, a manufacturer has a strong motivation to max-
imize profit by assessing the warranty costs. If the extra revenue earned exceeds 
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the warranty costs, then it is worth selling products with warranty. Therefore, 
product warranty has often cost implications to both the manufacturer and the 
consumer. 
There are several types of warranty policy offered by manufacturers. Of 
course, these warranty policies vary from product to product and mainly de-
pend on the nature of the product and its use. Here we shall concern with those 
warranty policies dealing with home appliances. Also, the results can be appli-
cable to other consumer products. In practice, there are two common types of 
warranty policies: the free replacement warranty ( F R W ) and the pro-rata war-
ranty ( P R W ) . In the F R W , the defective product is repaired or replaced at no 
cost to the consumer during the warranty period W. When the warranty expires 
after time W from the time of initial purchase, either a repair cost or replacement 
cost is needed to be paid by a consumer for repairing the product or buying a 
new product. On the other hand, the P R W only allows the consumer to repair 
or replace the failed product at a cost proportional to the working age of the 
product that fails to reach a lifetime of at least Vl/. In both policies, whenever 
there is a replacement, the failed product is replaced by a new and identical one. 
Moreover, the replacement product is covered by a new warranty whose terms 
are often identical to those of the original warranty. In application, F R W and 
P R W may be putting together as a combined warranty. 
Extensive research work has been done on the analysis of these two policies. 
Blischke and Scheuer (1975 and 1981) derived the expressions for the expected 
costs over the product life cycle, from both manufacturer's and consumer's point 
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of view. Mamer (1982) investigated an integral equation for the short-run total 
cost and exact formulae for long-run average cost under both policies. After-
wards, Bacler and Sahin (1986) derived moments of the total replacement costs 
to a consumer during the product life cycle (0, t]. Life distributions varying with 
time were also provided under PRW. It seems that FRW is more favourable 
to purchaser at the expense of manufacturer, while PRW protects manufacturer 
from full liability to replace at no cost near the end of the warranty period. Ac-
cordingly, a composite policy consisting of FRW for the period (0, W] initially, 
followed by an extended period of {W, VF+T] under PRW was advised by Nguyen 
and Murthy (1984). For an overall discussion of the FRW and PRW, see Hill 
and Blischke (1987) for reference. 
Several directions of future research on warranty analysis were suggested. 
Moskowitz and Chun (1988) and Murthy et al. (1990) worked on the problem 
dealing with two-dimensional warranties that are usually offered in automobile 
marketing. Besides, Blischke and Murthy (1994) suggested extended warranty to 
be a topic in future research. Then, Lam and Lam (2000) studied an extended 
warranty model to find the exact expressions of the total expected discounted cost 
and the long-run average cost per unit time for both consumer and manufacturer. 
A consumer can either apply a A:-renewal policy or a A:-repair policy. Under the 
assumption that a consumer has applied his/her optimal policy, Lam and Lam 
determined an optimal or ^-optimal policy for the manufacturer. 
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1.3 An Outline of the Thesis 
Two problems in probability modeling will be studied in this thesis. The 
first problem is to study a maintenance model for a system with A:-working states 
and one failure state. The second one is the analysis of a warranty problem. 
As described above, it seems that a G P model might have more potential 
application to the maintenance problem. However, in most cases, we always pre-
sume that a system is of two states only. For instance, a system only has up 
and down states say. In many practical situations, a system may be a multistate 
system with more than two states, namely k working states and one failure state, 
totally k + 1 states. 
As a further application, in this thesis, we shall apply a G P model to the 
multistate deteriorative system. At first, a monotone process model for an one-
component system with A: + 1 states will be studied. For this multistate deteriora-
tive system, we suppose that a failed system after repair will be in working state i 
with probability ^ for i = 0 , 1 , . . . , k-1 and E?Joi Qi = 1. Note that state 0 means 
the best working state and state k-1 is the poorest working state conversely. The 
replacement policy N is applied by which the system will be replaced at the time 
of Nth failure. Then, we shall show that the model introduced for a multistate 
system is equivalent to a G P maintenance model (see Lam (2000)) for a 2-state 
system in the sense that two systems will have the same long-run average cost 
per unit time and the same optimal policy N*. Furthermore, an optimal policy 
N* will be determined explicitly and the monotonicity of the optimal policy N* 
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in each parameter is also studied. 
The extended warranty policy becomes more and more popular since most of 
the home appliances are usually sold with this type of warranty. Nevertheless, 
only a little investigation has been carried out so far. Also, most of the research 
work on warranty problem usually considers the expected warranty cost per unit 
sale and the long-run average cost per unit time as the cost criteria. Even for the 
expected cost of operation over the product life cycle, the discounted factor is 
often neglected when the product has a relative long life cycle. Perhaps, it might 
be worth considering the total expected discounted cost of operation a unit over 
its life cycle as one of the cost criteria. 
Therefore, in the second part of this thesis, an extended warranty model which 
involves a free repair period and an extended warranty will be used. By assum-
ing that a repair is perfect so that the successive operation times after repair 
are independent and identically distributed (IID) and form a RP. Moreover, 
the manufacturer provides two warranty policies at the end of original FRW, 
one is a A;-renewal warranty policy and the other one is a A:-repair warranty pol-
icy. Consumers have choices to choose a A:-renewal warranty policy or a A:-repair 
warranty policy at the end of free repair period. We shall evaluate the expected 
discounted cost over the lifetime interval [0，T] of a unit for both consumer and 
manufacturer. Furthermore, a special case of the extended warranty model in 




Multistate Deteriorative System 
2.1 The Multistate Model 
We study a model for an one-component repairable system with multistate 
by making the following assumptions. 
Assumption 1. The system state at time t is denoted by 
f 
i, if the system is in the zth type of working state at time t, 
S{t) = i = 0 , l , . . . , A ; - l , 
k, if the system fails at time t. 
(2.1.1) 
Therefore, the state space is Q = {0,1 ’ . . .，k — 1, k}. Assume that a failed system 
after repair, will be in working state i with probability qi, i = 0 , 1 , . . . , k - 1 with 
^^^-Q^ q. = 1. Furthermore, we assume that the probabilities of state among 
different failures are independent. 
Assumption 2. At the beginning, a new system in state 0 is installed. Whenever 
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the system fails, it will be repaired or replaced by an identical new one. 
Assumption 3. Let Xi be the operating time of the system after installation. 
In general, let X^ be the operating time of the system after the (n - l)th repair. 
Let Yn be the repair time after the nth failure, and Z be the replacement time. 
Let ao = 1, and assume that 
P(^Xi0 = U(aofj = U(t). 
In general, let tj be the completion time of the jth repair, j = 1 , . . . , n - 1, then 
P {X2 < 115 {ti) = i) = U [ait), i = 0,1,.. •，k — 1， 
and 
P {Xn < 115 {ti) = ii, •.., S {tn-i) 二 in-i) = U {ai, ... ai^_,t), 
ij = 0 , l , . . . , A ; - l , j = l , . . . , n - l , (2.1.2) 
where 1 = ao < ai < a2 < . . . < ak-i- Similarly, let bo 二 1，and assume that 
P{Yi<t) = V{bot) = V{t), 
P {Y2 < t \S {h) = i) 二 V^  {bit), i = 0 , 1 , . . . , k — 1, 
and 
P {Yn < t |5 (h) = 21, . . . ’ S {tn-l) = in-l) = ^ {K • . . K-l^)， 
2 , = 0 , 1 , . . . , A : - 1 , j = l , . . . , n - l , (2.1.3) 
where 0 < h - i < . . . < i^ < o^ = 1-
Assumption 4. Let r be the reward rate of the system when it is operating, 
c be the repair cost rate of the system when it is under repair. Assume further 
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that the replacement cost comprises two parts: one part is the basic replacement 
cost R, and the other part is proportional to the length of replacement time Z at 
rate Cp* 
Assumption 5. The maintenance policy N is applied by which the system 
is replaced by an identical new one at the time of iVth failure since the last 
replacement. 
Remarks: 
As there are k working states, we can always arrange them in order. On the 
basis of 1 二 ao < ai < a2 < .. • < a^-i and 0 < bk—i < . . • < h < ^ = 1, we 
have for 0 < ii < i2 < k, 
{X2]S{h)=ii)>st {X2lS{h)=i2), 
and 
{Y2lS{h) = h)<st {Y2lS{h) = i2). 
Thus, in this sense, state 0 is the best working state, and state 1 is the second 
best working state, and so on with state k - 1 being the worst working state. In 
particular, if qo 二 0, ai = . . . = ak-i = a and bi = . • • 二 h—i 二 b, then our 
model will reduce to the GP model for a 2-state repairable system. In fact, if we 
denote the working state as state 1，then 
P {Xn < t) = U {a^-H) ’ 
and 
P {Yn < t) = V {b^-H). 
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Thus, {Xn, n = 1, 2, • •.} will form a nonincreasing GP with rate a and X i � U . 
Moreover, {Yn, n = 1 ,2 , . . . } will follow a nondecreasing GP with rate b and 
Y i � V . 
The use of policy N has a long history (see e.g., Morimura (1970) and Park 
(1979) for reference). However, in maintenance problem, maintenance policy T 
where T is the total operating time is also used, by which the system is replaced 
whenever the working age of the system reaches T. It is interesting to compare 
these two policies. In the long-run average cost case, Stadje and Zuckerman 
(1990) and Lam (1991a) showed that under some mild conditions, an optimal 
policy N* is at least as good as an optimal policy T*. In the total expected 
discounted cost case, the same conclusion was proved by Lam(1991b, 1992b). 
This is why the replacement policy N is applied here. 
Now, our problem is to determine an optimal policy 7V* for minimizing the 
long-run average cost per unit time. To solve this problem, at first we have 
k-i 
P{X2<t) = ； ^户 (义 2训卯 1 ) =州她 ) = 0 
i=0 
fc-1 
= ^ ] ¾ ^ (a^t). 
i=0 
In general, 
P{Xn<t) = Y 1 P {Xn < t |5 (ti) = /l, . . . , 5 {tn-l) = L - l ) 
lj，《7二1’."，几一1 
-P{S (ti)=^L,...,S(�n-l)=Zn-l) 
= ^ U(^aii...ain_it)qii...qin_i 
lj ’《7二1，-“，几一1 
二 E . ( r . l ) ! , ^ . . . ^k-lU U ^ . . . a , ' : l t ) . (2.1.4) 
f ^ 2o ! . . .k - i ! 乂 , 
E g — - i 
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By a similar way, we have 
P (^n < t) 二 Z 卞 - . 1 ) ! | 说 . . . � ( ¾ ° •.. e—i") . (2.1-5) 
f ^ 2o! . . .2k-l- \ , 
E-=o^i=^-i 
Secondly, we shall show that {X^, n 二 1, 2 , . . . } is stochastically decreasing, while 
{y^, n = 1 ,2 , . . . } is stochastically increasing. The result is stated in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.1. 
For n = 1,2,...； 
^n ^st ^n+l? 
Yn ^st ^ +1-
Proof. 
For any t > 0，it follows from (2.1.4) that 
P {Xn+i < t) 
V^ 几! Jo >^-i"/^o n'^-^f) 
= )�~j ： ;Qo • • • %-i ^ ,% • --%-i^ , 
^ 2o!...Zfc-i! ^ 乂 
E-=o ij=r^ 
_ k 1 一 
二 E E ( r i ) ! V . . • 仏 「 ( 说 • . . • ) 
� i _ i > ! . . - “ ^ )-
2^j=z0 h—几 
= V (. (1二了/)! • , _ r V i i . • . % ' : i u ( “ � - 1 < •.• % - i ^ ) 
fc_i (zo - l)hil • .-^fc-i' \ z 
J2jZo ij=n,io>0 
+ ... 
, V ^ ( ^ 一 1)! “ Jo ifc-2 ^fc-i-l 
+ > T^—：~~rr- TTT f^c-i^ o •.. %-2 %-i 




二 E 4 ^ ^ ^ 0 ° . . . %' : l [ E qiU U a - . . . a I - ^ ) 
口:。、一‘.秦1' b=o � 
> E ^ j ^ ^ � e 4 £ 4 . . ^ 
^fc-i, „ 1 io---'^k-l- /=o _ Lj=o b=^-i 
E( n _ l ) ! Jo " “ " / V � " “ - V � z o ! . . . z & - i ! ^ . . . ^ - i 「 P � . . . � _ i ) 
E-=o b=^-i 
二 i ^ ( X � ) . 
Thus Xn >st Xn+1- By a similar argument, we can prove that Yn <st K+i . 
Therefore, according to Theorem 2.1，our model is a monotone process model. 
2.2 Long-run Average Cost Per Unit Time 
Suppose that a replacement policy N is adopted. To derive the long-run 
average cost per unit time, first of all, we should evaluate the expected values of 
X . and y , . To do this, let / � � tdU {t) = A and J^ tdV {t) 二 /z. Then, E (¾) 二 A 
and E (Yi) = fx. In general, from (2.1.4) we have 
E � = E - r ^ ^ o ° . •. qt—l 厂 • (a- •.. at-it) 
, f ^ 如！.. -Zfc—i! Jo \ z 
E U — - i 
= E -^wr..(^) ' ' " 'A 
f ^ zo!...2fc_i! \aoy \ak-i/ 
口:0、_一1 
= A ( ^ + . . . + M " _ i . (2.2.1) 
\ao Q'k-iJ 
Similarly, from (2.1.5), we have 
眷 " ( 監 + ... + £ ^ 广 （2.2.2) 
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Now, let Tn be the time epoch when the nth replacement is completed. If we say 
a cycle is completed if a replacement is completed, then {T^,n = 1,2,. •.} will 
generate a R P , since the process regenerates after each replacement. By using 
the standard result in renewal reward process, the long-run average cost per unit 
time is given by 
expected cost incurred in a cycle 
( ) expected length of a cycle 
cE ( E t " i ' Yn) + R + CpE {Z) - rE ( s l i ^ n ) 
二 ~ ~ 唯 : 1 今 唯 二 1 小 糊 ~ 
= c p E l - .^ ( E l - o ^ 『 + (^ + Cpr) - rA E l l ( E ^ 幻“ (2.2.3) 
A J2n=l (Et=�l S) + ^  ^n=l (X^ t=ol I) + T 
where r 二 E (Z) is the expected replacement time (see, e.g. Ross (1996) for 
reference). 
Let a - i 二 5 二 1 ^ and 6 ] 二 ；^二丄 f^ Then (2.2.3) becomes 
議 — c M E : - / ( � i + ( � ) - ^ : “ � i (2.2.4) 
剛 — A E : “ � i + " E : - i i ( � i + T 
For understanding the meaning of a and b, we define the harmonic mean of a 
random variable here. 
Definition 2.1. 
Given a random variable X withE{l|X) + 0，define mn = E^JT)肪 the har-
monic mean ofX. 
Properties of the harmonic mean: 
1. If X is a discrete uniform random variable, such that X = Xi with prob-
ability l/n,i 二 l , . . . , n , then mn = j:i^^(i/xi) ^^  the harmonic mean of 
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2. If a<X < /3, then a < mn < P-
3‘ If X is nonnegative with E(X) > 0, then mn < E{X). This is because 
h {x) = ^ is convex, then the result follows from Jensen's inequality. 
Thus, in our model, a and b are respectively the harmonic means of a � , •.., ak-i 
and bo,.. •, bk-i. Then it follows from property 2 of the harmonic mean that 
1 = ao < a < afc_i, 
and 
0 < bk-i < b < bo 二 1. 
Now, consider a G P model for a 2-state system, a system with up and down 
states say. Assume that the successive operating times {X^, n 二 1，2,...} form 
a G P with rate a > 1 and X [ � U . Assume further that the consecutive repair 
times { y ^ n = 1 , 2 , . . . } constitute a G P with 0 < b < 1 and Y { � V . The 
replacement time is also Z with E {Z) = r. The cost structure is also given 
by Assumption 4. Then under policy N, a similar argument will show that the 
long-run average cost per unit time is exactly the same as given by (2.2.4). In 
other words, the monotone process model for a multistate system is equivalent to 
a G P model for a 2-state system, in the sense that they have the same long-run 
average cost per unit time. As a result, they will also have the same optimal 
policy N*. 
Thus, we have proved the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.2. 
The monotone process model for a multistate one-component system is equivalent 
to the G P model for a 2-state one-component system. Its successive operat-
ing times { X ; , n = 1 , 2 , . . . } form a G P with ratio a = ( E t o ^) , — har-
monic mean of a�,..., ak-i, and E {X[) 二 X; while its consecutive repair times 
{Y^^ n = 1,2,. •.} constitute a G P with ratio b = (^Ezt"o 舒 ) , 仇已 harmonic 
mean of bo,..., h-i，and E {Y()=". 
2.3 The Optimal Policy iV* 
To determine an optimal policy N*, we can see from (2.2.4) that 
C {N) = C* {N) — r, 
where 
c * m - (。+咖二;11由+~丑1+(。戸 + 咖 (2.3.1) 
( ) — x v ^ _ J _ 4 _ M V ^ - i i + r 
入 Z^n=l a"-i t ^ A^n=l b^ _l 丁 ‘ 
Therefore, instead of minimizing C {N) , we can minimize C* {N) for an optimal 
policy N*. To do this, we define an auxiliary function • 
g {N) 二 g {N, a, b, A,仏 r, r, c, Cp, R) 
_ [R + (cp + r) T] (XbN_i + fia^) (2 3。） 
二 M(c + r) [ A ( E : i a i E : - / + T , r •‘ 
Clearly, function g{N) is well defined for |JL > 0. Moreover, for a > 1 and 
0 < b < 1, (2.3.2) can be rewritten as 
— [R + (c, + r) r] (a - 1) (1 - b) (A6"_i + " a " ) 
g � 二 ^ (c + r) {A [a^+i {l-b) + b^ ( a - l ) - ( a - 6 ) ] + r a " ( a - l ) ( l - 6 ) } ' 
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Then from (2.3.1), we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. 
C* {N + 1) I C* {N) ^ g{N) = l. 
Proof. 
Consider the first difference of C* (N), 
C* {N + 1) - C* {N). 
If C* {N + 1) > C* (AO, then from (2.3.1) 
{c + r)fi^^_,^ + R+{c, + r)r^ (c + r ) / i E l " i ' ^ + ^ + ( ^ p + ^)^ 
A E l ^ / ^ + M E t i F ^ + - — A E t i ^ + M E t " i ^ ^ + -
f ( " - i 1 \ 1 
^ { f^{c + r) 1 + ^ ^ + [ i ? + ( c , + r ) r ] ^ 
1 \ n=l ^ J J 
- ( N 1 1 \ / N-1 1 1 \ -
• M ^ E ^ - ^ + M i + E ^ - ^ 1 + ^ 
_ \ n=l / \ n=l / � 
r / N-i 1 \ ] 
> | / , ( c + r) ( l + E ^ - ^ j + [ ^ + (^ p + O T ] | 
� ( ^ 1 \ ( N-1 1 \ -
•入 i + y " - +A^ i + ^ T T + T 
‘ ^ ¢^" ； 1 ^ b J 
\ n=l / \ n=l / � 
-入 / N 1 \ 入 / N-1 1 \ T -
^ … + … 6 ^ | i + E ^ ) - ^ h + E 6 ^ ) + ^ 
\ n=l / \ n=l / � 
, 、 fXh^- '+^a^\ 
> 1^ + fo + ^) T] (^  ^N^N-l ) 
- / N N-l \ _ 
分 A (^c + r) A ^ a " - ^ 6 - + r a ^ 
_ \n=l n=l / . 
> [R + (cp + r) r] {Xb^-' + Z ) • 
i.e. q ( 斤 ) — [ i ^ + f o + + ] ( A 6 " - i + " f 0 < 1. 
g ( ) — , (c + . ) [A ( E l l an - E l ] i 沪)+ - " 1 — 
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For C*(AT + 1) < C*(AO, the proof is similar. Then, we complete the proof. 
Now define h {N) = X ( ^ ! ^ 1 # — En=i' ” ) + 丁仅凡,we have 
‘ � ‘ � [R + (c^ + r) r] {Xb^ + fia^+') 
p(AT + l ) i ( A O = ^ ~ ^ : ( c + r)"Wl)~~ 
[R + {cp + r) r] {Xb^-' + fia^) 
M(c + r)/i(iV) 
— R + (Cp + r) T H (^T) 
- ' f i { c + r)h(N)h(N + l ) � “ 
where 
• /N+1 N \ _ 
H(N) = {Xb^-' + ^a^)入広汉、二叫+7广 
_ \n=l n=l / . 
• ( N N-1 \ _ 
- ( 入 6 〜 广 ） A ^ a - - ^ 6 " +ra^ 
_ ^^ n=l n=l / . 
N+1 N 料 1 
= X % N - i Y^ a- — x%^-' ^ b- + Xra^^'b^-' + —N ^ a" 
n=l n=l 打二1 
-X^a^ f2 P - A^^ f2 ^" + 入2# E ^“ - XT,bN 
n=l n—1 n=l 
- A / i a ^ i f y + A ^ � � ” 
n=l n=l 
/N+1 N \ ( N N-1 \ 
= X % N - i Y^ a- - 6 ^ a - - X'b^-' E & ^ - b Y ^ � 
\n=l n=l ) \n=l n=l / 
( N+l N \ 
^ a - - a ^ a -
n=l n=l J 
(
N N-1 \ 
E^^--E^^ 
n=l n=l / 
「 N _ 
二 X%N-i ( 1 - 0 [ 。 、 广 - X % ^ + Xra^b^-' {a - b) 
_ n=l . 
� N-1 -
+ 入 广 + A"a" (a - 1) Y ^ b- - bN 
L n=l -
二 A2&"-i (1 - h) j2 a- + X^mN {a - 1) £ b^ + A^^"^ ( a ^ — b) 
n=l ri=l 
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+ X _ N (a - # ) + W V - 1 (a - 6) > 0. 
That is 
• 9�N + 1) 一 g iN) = 、 ( 二 二 ; + 1 , ( - � ^ � • 
In other words, we have proved that g {N) is nonincreasing in N. Consequently, 
by using Lemma 2.1, we can obtain an analytic expression for determining an 
optimal policy. 
Theorem 2.3. 
An optimal policy N* is determined by 
N*=min{N\g{N) < 1 } . (2.3.3) 
Note that Theorem 2.3 is proved under condition /i > 0. For fz = 0, it follows 
from (2.3.1) that the optimal policy is iV* 二 oo. This result agrees with our 
solution (2.3.3) as now g {N) = oo. Therefore, Theorem 2.3 holds for all p > 0. 
By using Theorem 2.3, an optimal maintenance policy for the multistate system 
is determined explicitly. 
2.4 The Monotonicity of the Optimal Policy 
In this section, since the auxiliary function g is a function of parameters 
iV, a, b, A, fi, T, r, c, Cp and R, so is the optimal policy N*. Therefore, we have 
N* = N* (a, b, A, /x, r, r, c, Cp, R). 
Lam (2000) has studied the monotonicities of the optimal policy N* in these 
parameters for a GP model without cost rate Cp. By using Lam's method, we 
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can study the monotonicities of N* in these parameters. In fact, Lemma 2.1 
implies the following lemma directly. 
Lemma 2.2. 
The auxiliary function g and the optimal policy N* have the same monotonicity 
with respect to each of parameters a, b, A, ^  r, r, c, Cp and R. 
To begin with, from (2.3.2), it is easy to see that the function g is decreasing 
in ^JL and c but increasing in b, Cp and R. Therefore, with the help of Lemma 2.2, 
we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.4. 
(1) AT* (a, b, A, M, r, r, c, Cp, R) < N* (a, h', A, ^ , 丁, r, c，Cp, R), for all b < b'. 
(2) N* (a, b, X, M, r, r, c, Cp, R) > N* (a, b, A, |A r, r, c, Cp, R), for all /i < ^i'. 
(3) AT* (a, b, A, M, r, r, c, Cp, R) > N* (a, b, A, /x, r, r,", c^, R), for all c < d. 
(4) iV* (a, b, A, |i, T, r, c , ; R) < N* (a, b, A, fi, r, r, c, c;, R) , for all Cp < c;. 
(5) rr (a, b, A, M, r, r, c，Cp, R) < N* (a, 6，A, /x, r, r, c, Cp, R'), for all R < R'. 
Actually, these results are all consistent with our practical experience. For 
instance, we should rather delay the replacement for saving the expenses when 
the replacement cost rate Cp increases but the other parameters are fixed. Also, 
we should prefer to replace the system earlier for reducing the expenditure if the 
repair cost rate c increases but the others keep unchanged. In other words, the 
optimal policy N* should be increasing in Cp but decreasing in c. 
Now, we investigate the monotonicities of N* with respect to the other pa-
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rameters. For r, it follows from (2.3.2) that 
^ ^ 0 台 ( c - c , ) r - i ^ | 0 . (2.4.1) 
dr < 
Thus, Lemma 2.2 and (2.4.1) together yield the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.5. 
(1) If (c - Cp) T - R < 0, then 
AT (a, b, A, fx, T, r, c, Cp, R) > N* (a, b, A, ^ , 丁, r', c, Cp, R), for all r < r'. 
(2) If (c — Cp) T — R = 0, then 
AT* (a, b, A, A T, r, c, c^, R) = N* (a, b, A, ^ , r, r', c, Cp, R), for all r < r'. 
(3) If (c — Cp) T — R > 0，then 
N* (a, 6，A, /i, T, r, c, Cp, R) < N* (a, b, A, fi, r, r', c, Cp, R), for all r < /. 
Then, by differentiating (2.3.2) with respect to A, we have 
^ 二 [i^ + (c. + r) r] aN [r6^-^ + M ( E = i … — E . l i a^)] 陶 
瓦二~~~Mc+o[A(z:=i#-E:->)+T,r . 
This suggests that the sign of 歲 can be determined by the sign of a {N)= 
TbN-i + |j (^J2^-^ b^ — J2n=i # ) since the other factors in (2.4.2) are all positive. 
However, it is straightforward to show that a {N) is decreasing in N. As a result, 
there exists 
( /N-1 N \ 〕 
iVA = min|iV a ( A 0 = T 6 " - i + / i ^ ^ 6 " - ; ^ a n < o L (2.4.3) 
( \n=l n=l / > 
Clearly Nx is independent of A. Therefore, the function g is decreasing in A when 
N > Nx and increasing otherwise. Thus, we have proven the following theorem. 
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Theorem 2.6. 
(1) If AT* (a, b, A, M, r, r, c, Cp, R) > Nx, then 
N* (a, 6, A, fi, T, r, c, Cp, R) > N* (a, b, X\ /i, r, r, c, Cp, R), for all A < A: 
(2) If N' (a, b, A, /x, r, r, c, c ,^ R) < Nx, then 
iV* (a, b, A," , r, r, c, Cp, R) < N* (a, b, X\ fi, r, r, c, Cp, R) ’ for all A < 乂. 
where Nx is determined by (24.3) and does not depend on A. 
In addition, from (2.3.2) we can evaluate 
^ :(入6斤-1 + -N) [(Cp + ,) A (Eli g- - E=1 h-) - i^ a"] (？斗么） 
百: M(c + r) [A(E::.,a^-E::r>-)+-^]' 
In this expression, the sign of ^ is determined by the sign of 
P {N) 二 (c, + r) X ( j 2 « " — E � ) - R a N . (2.4.5) 
\n=l n=l / 
Then we have the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. 
(1) If (cp + r)入 S R (1 - a-i)，then f3 {N) < 0 for all N. 
(2) If R (1 — a_i) < (Cp + r) A < R，then there exists Nr which does not depend 
on T, such that p {N) < 0，ifN < N^ and (3 {N) > 0，otherwise. 
(3) If {cp + r) A > R, then f3 {N) > 0 for all N. 
Proof. 
(1) If {cp + r) X < R (1 一 a—i)，then 
P (N + 1) — f3 {N) = {[{cp + r) X — R] a + R} a^ — (c^ + r) Xb^ < 0. (2.4.6) 
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Inequality (2.4.6) implies that p {N) is decreasing in N with p (1) 二 [(Cp + r) A -
R] a < 0. Hence 0 {N) < 0 for all N. 
(2) Now (cp + r)X-R < 0 but [{cp + r) A — R] a + R > 0. Let a = ab with a > 1. 
Assume first a > 1, then 
f3{N + l)-0{N) = {[{{cp + r)X-R)a + R]a^-{cp + r)X]b^. 
Since the factor {[(c^ + r) A - R] a + R} a^ - (cp + r) A is increasing in N, there 
is an integer No such that f3 {N) is decreasing if N < No and increasing otherwise. 
Furthermore, P (1) = [{cp + r) A - R] a < 0. Thus, there exists an integer Nr > 
No such that 
Nr = mm{N{f3{N)>0}. (2.4.7) 
Here Nr is independent of r. Therefore, (3 {N) < 0 if N < Nr and “ {N) > 0， 
otherwise. Now suppose that a 二 1, i.e., a = b = 1. Then (2.4.5) shows that for 
all N, P {N)三{cp + r) X — R < 0. Hence, in this case (2.4.6) is still true with 
Nr = 00. 
(3) 
P { N + 1 ) - 0 { N ) = (c, + r) A (a^+^ - b^) - Ra^^' + Ra^ 
> [{cp^ r)X-R]a^  (a-l)>0. 
Then by an argument similar to part (1)，P{N) > 0 for all N. 
By using Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, we can obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.7. 
(1) If {cp + r) A < R (1 — a-i)，then 
AT (a, b, A, M, T, r, c, Cp, R) > N* (a, b,\�r', r, c, Cp, R)，for all r < ？. 
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(2) If R (1 - a—i) < {cp + r) X < R and N* (a, b, A, |jL, r, r, c, c^, R) < N” then 
AT (a, b，A, M, T, r, c, Cp, R) > iV* (a, b, A, fi, r � r , c, Cp, R), for all r < ？; 
if R (1 - a_i) < (cp + r) A < R and N* (a, b, A, jJL, r, r, c, Cp, R) > N” then 
iV* (a, b, A, M, r, r, c, c^, R) < iV* (a, b, A, /x, r', r, c, Cp, R)，for all r < / , 
where Nr is determined by (24.6) and is independent ofr. 
(3) If {cp + r) A > R, then 
AT* (a, b, A, iJL, T, r, c, Cp, R) < N* (a, b, A , " , r , r, c, Cp, R), for all r < r'. 
Again, Theorems 2.4-2.7 are simply straightforward generalization of Lam's 
work (2000). Finally, we should study the monotonicity of the optimal policy N* 
in parameter a. For this case, it is easy to see that ^ is positive for large value 
of a. Consequently, the optimal policy N* should be increasing in parameter a 
for large value of a. On the other hand, from (2.3.2) we can evaluate 
^ = A [R + {cp + r) r] 7 {N) (2.4.8) 
^ — “ (c + r) [A [ z t , an — E = i 叫 + ”叫 ^ , . 
where 
l{N) 
( N N-1 \ 
E - ^ - E ^ i 
n = l n=l / 
N 
-(A6"-i + ,N) Y1 na“ - rN {abf''. (2.4.9) 
n—1 
Obviously, the sign of 瓷 is determined by the sign of 7 {N), as the other factors 
are all positive. Note that 7 (1) = — (A + r ) < 0. To study the sign of 7 {N), we 
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here make an additional assumption. 
Assumption 6. 
/ i < A and f i < T . (2.4.10) 
Assumption (2.4.10) is reasonable in the real situations. In practice, the ex-
pected repair time after the first failure should be relatively smaller than the 
expected operating time of the system after installation and the expected re-
placement time. 
Now, define 
7, {N) = M Ua^-' ( f 2 � ‘ - E A - � + 仅 ， E 而 “ —N {abf-'. 
_ ^^n=l n = l / ^^=1 -
From (2.4.9) and (2.4.10)，we find 
7 {N) < 71 {N). (2.4.11) 
Also, it can be rewritten as 
71 {N) 
( N N N-1 \ N “ 
N^a- — ^na- — N ^ h^ — Nb^'' - 6斤-1；^龍“. 
_ n = l n=l n = l / 几=1 -
Because factor 0 {N) = N E ! l i a " - E t i na^-N E t " i ' b^-Nb^'' is increasing 
in a but decreasing in b and 71 {N) must be negative if 6 {N) is negative. By 
(2.4.11), 7(AT) is also negative. For choosing 1 < a < 1.05 and 0.95 < b < 1，if 
we put a 二 1.05 and b = 0.95 as a criterion, then we have the following figures 
for determining the shape of 6{N) as a function of N: 
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1 J 
^ ^ m ^ 3=1 .05,b=0.95 / / 
a=1 .05,t>=0.96 / / / 
a=1 .05,b=0.97- / / 
f / / / 
^ / / / 
賽- / / / 
/ / / 
/ / / 
^ z _ z 
。一 ^ ^ " ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ i ; ; ^ ; ; _ ^ ^ ^ , , 
i i — — 〜 广 ; _ -一一 I 1 ^ 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
N 
Figure 2.1: a is fixed but b varies 
1 J 
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ a=1 .05,b=0.95 / / 
a=1 .04,t>=0.95 / / 
a=1 .03,b=0.95 / / 
f / / / 
1 / / / 
/ / / / ,. / 
‘ _ // 
^ / 
° - =-^ ciZ：：：^  ^ : : ^ , 7 ' 
^^ "-^•"•^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ :^^ rnrrr：：：：；^::‘ 一 - ‘ 
1 1 1 I 1 ‘"~‘ ‘ ~ 
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 
N 
Figure 2.2: a varies but b is fixed 
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According to the Figures 2.1 and 2.2, there exists an integer Na such that 
Na = max {N\0 {N)^=,.o5,t=o.96 < •} • (2.4.1¾ 
Note here the ratios a and b of the G P taken here are both close to 1. The 
reason is that, in most practical case, the decrease in successive operating times 
after repairs and the increase in consecutive repair times of a system are usually 
quite slow. The results in analysis of real data sets also show that the ratio a 
should be no more than 1.06. (see Lam (1992), Lam and Chan (1998), and Lam 
and Zhu (1999) for reference). 
By a simple calculation, we find that Na 二 17. As a result, we have proven 
the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.8. 
Ifl_i < A，^ < T，1 < a < 1.05，0.95 < b < 1 and N* (a,6,A,/x,r, r, c,Cp,R) < Na, 
then 
iV* (a, b, A, M, T, r, c, c ,^ R) > N* ( a � b , A, ji, r, r, c, Cp, R), for all a < a'. 
Here a and a' G [1,1.05 . 
However, in general the monotonicity of N* in parameter a is still unknown. 
This is an open problem leaving for further research. 
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Chapter 3 
Extended Warranty Model 
3.1 The Extended Warranty Model 
We study an extended warranty model by making the following assumptions. 
A s s u m p t i o n 1. A consumer purchases a new product at the beginning in con-
nection with a F R W on time period [0, M ]^. Let X i be the operation time of the 
product after the initial purchase and Xi, i 二 2，3,.. • denote the operation times 
of the product after completion of the {i — l)th repair. Assume that the repair 
is perfect, i.e., the product after repair is "as good as new" and the repair time 
of the failed product is negligible. Moreover, an replacement is finished instanta-
neously. Let the distribution function of X i be F, and the total operation time 
of the product just before the nth failure be Sn 二 E?=i ^ n with So 二 0. Let the 
distribution of Sn be Fn, then we have 
Fn{x) = r F r ^ ^ , { x - y ) d F { y ) . (3.1.1) 
Jo 
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Furthermore, define a counting process 
N {t) = sup {n : Sn < t}. 
It is the number of failures of the product in the interval (0，t]. In addition，there 
exists an important relationship between N{t) and Sn, which is given by 
N{t) > n ^ Sn < t. (3.1.2) 
Since {N {t), t > 0} forms a R P , the renewal function can be defined by 
M � = E [iV � ] , 
which is the expected number of failures by time t. 
Assumption 2. Under the extended warranty policy, the manufacturer agrees to 
repair or provide replacements for a failed product at no cost in the period [0, W . 
When the warranty expires after time VF from the time of initial purchase, the 
manufacturer claims no responsibility to repair or replace the product, but one 
of the following two options will be offered to the consumer by the manufacturer: 
1. If the consumer pays a renewal cost cjv to the manufacturer at time W to 
renew the warranty contract, it turns out that the manufacturer will repair 
the failed product free of charge up to an extended warranty period L for 
the consumer. Then, the consumer can renew the extended warranty again 
at time W + L by paying the same renewal cost CN and so forth; 
2. When the warranty period is expired at time W, an extra repair cost cp is 
paid by the consumer to the manufacturer every time whenever the product 
fails and is repaired. 
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Assumption 3. A consumer can choose one of the following possible policies: 
1. k-renewal policy: The consumer first renews the warranty contract at time 
W, the end of the free-repair period, for an extended warranty period L. 
Then the warranty contract will be renewed again at time W + L, totally 
for k times. Lastly, the product is replaced by a new and identical one at 
time VK + kL] 
2. k-repair policy: Instead of renewal, the consumer can repair the failed prod-
uct for k times and then it is replaced by an identical new one until the 
{k + l)th failure occurs after the warranty period W. 
Furthermore, we say that a "cycle" is completed if a replacement is completed. 
Assume further that once a consumer chooses a policy at the first cycle, the 
consumer does not change the policy over time. However, in both policies, once 
a cycle passes through the product's lifetime T, the cycle will be stopped in the 
coming renewal or repair, i.e., neither an extended warranty period L nor a repair 
will be made even though the cycle has not yet vanished and this cycle is also the 
last cycle, i.e., no more replacement will be taken place after time T. It is because 
the product becomes outdated and no incentive to be used by the consumer. At 
the same time, the manufacturer would rather produce some innovation products 
than that item. 
Assumption 4. Let CR be the initial purchase price or the replacement cost paid 
by the consumer while c^  be the production cost for each product incurred by the 
manufacturer. Also, let the repair cost incurred by the manufacturer be Cp, which 
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includes the labor, shipping, administrative costs etc. The renewal cost paid by 
the consumer in order to renew the extended warranty contract is denoted by 
CN and the repair cost paid by the consumer when the warranty contract is not 
renewed is cp. Furthermore, assume that 
Cr < CR, CN < CR and Cp < cp < CR. (3.1.3) 
Assumption (3.1.3) is reasonable because, in a rational economy, the production 
cost Cr incurred by the manufacturer should not be larger than the replacement 
cost CR paid by the consumer. By a similar argument, the manufacturer's repair 
cost Cp should not be higher than the consumer's repair cost cp. On the other 
hand, the renewal cost CN and the repair cost cp should be cheaper than the initial 
purchase price CR paid by the consumer. Otherwise, when the product fails, the 
consumer will simply purchase a new product or even choose an updated product 
rather than renew the warranty contract or repair it. 
Lam and Lam (2000) had studied the same model and determined the optimal 
policies to a consumer and the manufacturer for minimizing the total expected 
discounted cost and the long-run average cost per unit time respectively. Here, 
we shall determine the optimal policies to a consumer and the manufacturer for 
minimizing their expected discounted costs over the lifetime cycle respectively. 
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3.2 The Expected Discounted Cost Over the Life-
time Cycle [0，T 
To determine the expected discounted cost (discounted cost) over the lifetime 
cycle [0, T] of a product for both consumer and manufacturer, we assume that the 
cost is continuously discounted with discounted factor S. As a cycle is actually 
a time interval between two replacements (or purchases), this implies that the 
successive replacement times form a R P . 
3.2.1 Consumer's Discounted Cost 
Under the A:-renewal policy, it is easy to see that the length of the first cycle 
is VK + kL if VK + {k — l )L < T and W + kL > T. Consequently, the discounted 
cost incurred in the first cycle is 
CR + J2 CN exp H ( ^ + 湖 ， （3.2.1.1) 
i=0 
which was derived by Lam and Lam (2000). Now, let < x > denote the largest 
integer not greater than x. Then, by applying (3.2.1.1), the discounted cost to a 
consumer over the lifetime cycle [0, T] for k = 0，1，. • •， (¾^) + 1 is given by 
{ATfc-l� fc-1 1 
E cn + Y.CMexv{-S{W + iL)) exp [ - r J (1^ + kL)] 
r=0 L i=0 -
+ Lj,^^^CNexp{-6{W + iL))I{Nk{W^kL)^W + iL<T) 
_ i^0 」 
-exp[-NkS{W + kL)]}, (3.2.1.2) 
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where Nk = ( ^ ? ¾ ) is the number of replacements in interval [0,T], and / ( A ) 
is the indicator function of event A, i.e., 
X 




In the expression (3.2.1.2), the consumer's discounted cost is just a function of k 
rather than other parameters since the consumer can choose only the number of 
renewals after VF. Moreover, (3.2.1.2) can be simplified as 
� k-l 1 Nk-1 
LcnW = E{ CR + Y.CMex^{-d{W + iL)) ^ exp[-rJ(H^ + kL)] 
[L 2=0 �口。 
“ Mfc 1 ) 
+ CR^^CNex^{-S{W + iL)) exip[-NkS{W + kL)]\, (3.2.1.3) 
i=0 � J 
Where M . 二 ( T - ^ ^ W - ^ ) for k = 0 , 1 , . . . , ( ^ ) + 1. 
Under the A;-repair policy, let the discounted cost to a consumer over the 
lifetime cycle [0,T] be Lcp(k), Before evaluating Lcp{k), we first consider the 
time interval in the ith cycle. Let the residual life of the ith product at time 1^ 
be Yii and Yij, j 二 2 , . . . , k + 1 be the time interval between the ( j — l)th and 
jth repair after W in the ith cycle. We define 
Z, = W + y,i + Fi2 + . . . + Yik + ^i(fc+i) (3.2.1.4) 
for i 二 1 ,2, . . . . Then Zi is exactly the time interval in the ith cycle. In this case, 
the expected discounted cost incurred in the ith cycle to the consumer is given 
by 
r k � ( I \]] 
ElcR + ^cpexp -6 H^ + E ^ - 卜 （3.2.1.5) 
[ i=i L \ j=i / J > 
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(see Lam and Lam (2000) for reference). 
Furthermore, l ^ i , l ^ , . . . , ^ c , K ( f c + i ) are mutually independent and the dis-
tribution of each Yij,j > 2，is F, i.e., has the same distribution as the X has. 
Consequently, {Z^, i = 1, 2 , . . . } also forms a R P and the total operation time of 
the product just before the nth replacement is denoted by 
K = f : ^ (3-2-1.6) 
i=i 
and ^0 二 0. Let the distribution of 么 be H. Then, similar to (3.1.1), the 
distribution of K is given by the convolution 
Hn � 二 1: Hn-i {t — y) dH {y) (3.2.1.7) 
and Hi {t) = H (t). Again, we can define 
A ^ ( t ) = s u p { n : K ^ S O . (3-2.1.8) 
It is the number of replacements of a product in the interval (0, t] under the 
A:-repair policy. As a result, combining with (3.2.1.5), we have 
Lcp {k) 
(Nz{T)-l� k ( ( 1 \\] 
= E { Y1 CR + ^ cp exp - J ^ + E ^(^+i)i exp { S V i ) 
[ i = o L i=i V \ j=i / / _ 
- k / / I \\ 
+ CR^Y.cpexip -S W^Y^Y(Nz{T)+i)j 
_ i=i \ V 片 / / 
• I (vN,iT) + W + E ^ ( T ) + i ) , < T] exp {SVN,iT)) [ , (3.2.1.9) 
V j=i / � >1 
for k 二 0 , 1 , 2 , — 
Conditioning on Nz{T) = r, it follows from (3.2.1.9) that 
Lcp {k) 
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( ^ ) r - l f � k ( ( 1 \\1 1 
= E E ^ 1 Q^ + Z c p e x p —5 H^ + E ^ ( m ) i e x p ( — ^ ) > 
r-l i=0 [ [ 1=1 \ \ J^ 1 / / J ‘ 
-P{Nz{T)=r) 
� f � & ( ( i W 
+ Y.E{ Ci^  + X > p e x p -(5 Vl^  + E^(-+D^-
r-0 [ [ 1^1 \ \ —1 / / 
. I (y^ + 所 ^j2Y^r+i)j < T ^ l exp ( _ 5 K ) | P {Nz {T) = r). (3.2.1.10) 
V 片 / J i 
3.2.2 Manufacturer's Discounted Cost 
First of all, let X^i be the first failure time in the iih cycle and Xij be the 
time interval between the { j - l )th failure and j th failure in the zth cycle. Lam 
and Lam (2000) derived the expected discounted repair cost to the manufacturer 
within any warranty period of length t in the ith cycle, which is given by 
\N{t) ( 1 \ -
Cm{t) = E E ^ p ^ ^ P - ^ E ^ - (3-2-2-l) 
」二1 \ j=i J. 
for i = 1, 2 , — 
To determine the discounted cost to the manufacturer over the lifetime cycle 
0, T], we should assume that the consumer has sufficient information and is intel-
ligent enough so that the consumer always chooses the optimal policy. Therefore, 
the manufacturer's cost depends on the consumer policies. 
Case 1: A consumer adopts a k-renewal policy. 
Since the length of a cycle to manufacturer under this policy is the same as 
the length of consumer, from (3.2.2.1), the manufacturer's expected discounted 
repair cost incurred in the first cycle is simply Cm (W + kL) if W + {k - \)L < T. 
Here, we denote the discounted cost to the manufacturer over the lifetime cycle 
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0, T] by Lmn {cp, CN, k). Hence, 
Lmn (cp, Cjsf, k) 
f Nk-1 � 
二 El Y^ \cr + C^ {W + kL)] exp [-n5 {W + kL)] > 
[n=0 . 
+E {[cr + Cm (*)] exp [-NkS (T^ + kL)]} — L^ {k)， （3.2.2.2) 
where 
‘ 
Cm {W) for 0 < T — Nk (VT + kL) < W 
Cm {W + L) for W<T-Nk{W + kL)<W + L 
Cm{^)=< 
• • • 
. • • 
争 • • 
Cm {w + kL) for 1^ + {k — 1) L < T — Nk {W + kL) < W + kL 
、 
for k 二 1 , 2 , . . . , � ¥ � . In particular, On (*) = On (恢)for k 二 0 and On (*) 二 
CVn [ , + ( � ¥ � + 1) ^] for k = ( ^ ) + 1. Note that (3.2.2.2) is a function 
of cp, CN and k. It is because the renewal cost CN and repair cost Cp paid by 
the consumer may change among different kinds of brand and can be determined 
by the manufacturer. In contrast, the length of free-repair warranty V^ and the 
extended warranty L are usually fixed in the market for an effectual administra-
tion. Furthermore, the production cost Cr and the repair cost Cp incurred by the 
manufacturer also cannot be adjusted easily. 
By substituting (3.2.1.3) into (3.2.2.2), we obtain 
- k-i ‘ 
Lmn (CP, CN, k) 二 C, + On (^^ + kL) — CR — [ C^ 6Xp {S {W + iL)) 
L i=o � 
'Nk-1 ] 
.E ^ exp hn(5 {W + kL)] J 
[n=0 J 
- Mk ‘ 
+ C, + C^ (*) - c^ - E ^N exp {-5 {W + iL)) 
i^o _ 
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.E {exp [-NkS {W + kL)]} , (3.2.2.3) 
forA; = 0 , l , . . . , ( ^ ^ ) + l. 
Case 2: A consumer adopts a k-repair policy. 
On the basis of this policy, the expected length in every completed cycle is 
the same for both consumer and manufacturer. Then, the expected discounted 
cost to the manufacturer incurred in the iih cycle is 
- y I \ - > 
E { c r + C r n i W ) ^ j Z c , e ^ V - J v ^ + E ^ l ， (3-2.2.4) 
[ i-i L V j=i 川 
for i 二 1, 2 , . . . , (see Lam and Lam (2000) for reference). 
By using (3.2.2.4), the discounted cost to the manufacturer over the lifetime 
cycle [0, T] is given by 
Lmp {cp,CN,k) 
( N z { T ) - l � k ( ( 1 \\1 
二 E{ Y. Cr + Cm{W)^Y.c^ex^ - q ^ + E^(^+i)i exp(-5^ 
[i^o L '=i V \ 片 / / -
r k ( ( 1 \\ 
+ Cr + O n ( H O + I > p e X p -(^ W^Y,Yi^NziT)+l)j] 
1二1 \ \ j=l / 
• I (vN^iT) + , + E ^{Nz{T)+l)j < T ) exp {SVN,(T)) \ 
\ j=l / � J 
-Lcp(k), ( 3 圳 
for k 二 0,1，2,.... 
Again, by considering the conditional expectation by given that Nz{T) = r 
and substituting L,p{k) by equation (3.2.1.10) into (3.2.2.5), the expression can 
be rewritten as 
Lmp {cp,CN,k) 
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( ^ ) r - l f � k ( 1 1 \ \ 
= E E ^1 (Cr + OnO^)-Ci^) + ( C p - C p ) 5 > X p —5 ^ + E ^ (^+l)i 
r = l i=0 [ [ l = l \ \ i = l / / . 
-exp{-6Vi)]P{Nz{T) = r) 
� f � v^ ( ( ‘ w 
+ E ^ 1 (c. + c ^ (w^) - Ci^ ) + (cp - cp) ^ exp - 5 H^ + E ^ + 1 ) J . 
r-0 [ [ 1=1 \ \ J=1 / 
( 1 M ] 
.I Vr + W + Z^r^Dj<^] exp ( - (5K) P {Nz (T) = r ) . (3.2.2.6) 
V j=i / J ) 
3.3 The Exponential Distribution Case 
In this section, we consider a special case of the extended warranty model in 
which the operation time for a new product and a product after repair or replace 
will have the same exponential distribution exp {|j) with the density 
， 
/ie-"T X > 0, 、 
^ O r ) = (3.3.1) 
0 elsewhere, 
V 
and E{X) 二 六 and Var{X) 二 如 Now, our objective is to derive the expres-
sions of the consumer's discounted cost and manufacturer's discounted cost over 
the lifetime cycle [0, T] under the exponential distribution case. In investigating 
Lcn{k), from (3.2.1.3), it does not involve any underlying distribution and can 
be determined directly by given the relevant data. However, for evaluating the 
other discounted costs, we should first study some simple results by applying 
some properties of the exponential distribution. 
By the memoryless property in exponential distribution, we know that Yn, Yi2, 
. . . ,Yik, X(fc+i) are IID and have the same distribution as X where X � e x p (/x), 
i.e., X � r ( l , W , the gamma distribution with parameters 1 and ^. From 
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(3.2.1.4)，also by the additive property of exponential distribution, we obtain 
( ^ — W ) � r ( A ; + l，AO (3.3.2) 
for i = 1，2,.... Let the density function of Z be h {z), then 
f 
^ ( ^ _ i y ) ^ - M - H ^ ) z � W , 
h {z) = r("+i) (3.3.3) 
0 otherwise, 
、 
withE(Z) = W + ^ . 
Moreover, random variables Zi-W, for i > 1, are independent. From (3.2.1.6)， 
Vr^ = j:Z, = j:{Z,-W)+nW. 
i—l i—l 
Therefore, from (3.3.2), we have 
( K — n W ) � r (n {k + 1)，fi). (3.3.4) 
Again, we let Qn {v) be the density function of K for n 二 1, 2 , . . . with % 二 •. 
Then 
‘ ^ H ^ (^ - riWT("+i)-i e—"(^—) V > nW, , � 
g^{v) = l r(++i)) (3-3.5) 
0 otherwise, 
V 
w i t h E ( K ) = nM^ + f . 
Now, suppose that Gn {t) is the distribution function of K , by a similar ar-
gument in (3.1.2), we obtain 
P[Nz^ = r) 二 P ( K S t ) - P ( K + i S t ) 
二 Gr �-Gr+i (t) (3-3-6) 
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for r 二 0,1，2,... with Go {t) = 1. 
Furthermore, for later application, we evaluate two expectation results here. 
Let Y 二 Zij=iYij � r ( / , / x ) , the total operation time after W in the zth cycle 
under the A:-repair policy by choosing k 二 1 - 1 . Then by using (3.3.3) and (3.3.5) 
respectively, we have 
4-") - 1〜、*产、 
/ \i 
二 ( _ i ^ ) (3.3.7) 
VM + <^ / 
and 
E (e-^^0 二 r ^~'^9i {v) dv � , JiW 
- r 严 1 ) (” - iHo^+i ) - i e - j - " � — ^ ) ^ 
—Jiwr(i(k + 1)) ^^ ^ 
� ( \ fc+i 1 ‘ 
二 ( _ ^ ) e-縱 ’ (3.3.8) 
VM + <^y • 
for i = 0,1, 2 , — 
For the determination of the consumer's discounted cost, Lcp {k), we let 
rr k ( ( I \\] ] 
Ai 二 E ^ CR + Y^ cp exp —5 M^  + E (^^ +i)i exp {-6Vi) > 
[L z=i \ V j=i / / � 
and 
r r k ( ( I \\ 
Br 二 E\ c^ ^ + ^ c p e x p —5 W^J2^(r+i)j 
[L i^i \ \ 片 / / 
/ I \1 ] 
•I Vr + W + J2Y(r+i)j<T exp (-SVr) ^ . 
V i=i / � >1 
Then from (3.2.1.10), 
{w) r-l (^) 
L,,(k) = Y^ Y.AP{Nz{T) 二 r) + E BrP{Nz{T) 二 r). (3.3.9) 
r = l i=0 厂 0 
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Firstly, consider 
r k � ( I \i] 
Ai 二 ElcR^Y.cpexp -S V^ + E^(^+i)i ^ [exp {SVi)] 
[ H L V 片 / J > 
= c ^ + c p e - ^ E E ( ^ Z ; : i % + i ) ' ) 外 1 . 
- 1—1 -
By using (3.3.7) and (3.3.8), we obtain 
� k / \ n � / \k+i V 
, I -swy^l M \ _A-\ ^sw 
]2 二 _ c � p e E ( ^ j _ _ ( ^ j e 
r / \ fci ^  厂 / \ fc+i 1 ‘ —<L + cpe--(e) 1-(上） ( ^ ) e-_ . — C K + cpe ^^J V" + d f [ j , + sJ 
L J , L 」 
Thus, the first part of L p^ {k) in (3.3.9) can be written as 
(w) T — l 
E E ^ A ^ T ) = r ) 
r = l i=0 
‘丄〜一液广"��1 [ ^ y i i 
二 了 “ + c p e U J ^ ' U + ^ J . ; 
f � W � r - l � / „ \fc+l V � 
• E E ^ e—‘败 P ( N , ( T ) = r ) 
r=li= 0^ \”OJ 
^ y 
\ 
{ 1 。一—1^"��1 ( ^ V 1 1 
二 |c^ + cpe ( j ) ! " U + ^ j j 
f � w � � / ,, \奸1 r ' M 
] t a C T ) ( ^ ) e - - , (3.3.10) 
r—l _ \^ / J 
、 
since 
{w) r-l�/ ,, \^+l V 
E E ^ 7 ¾ e—縱 P{Nz{T)=r) 
r=l i=0 [ V ^ ^ / . 
(^>r-i r / “ x^+1 V 
二 E E M 4 e - 舰 [ a ( T ) - a + i ( T ) ] 
r=l i=0 [V^ + " . 
� ^ � f t l � / u \奸1 V 
= 5 § . ( 击 ） e - - . _ 
\ 
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" 2 � / „ \fc+l V 1 
- y “ ^ e-經 Gr{T) 
台 VM + ^ y 
*- j / 
〈奋〉 「/ u 、糾 r—1 
= S — ( * ) e - . . 
Second, consider 
k ( � ( I V 
Br = cnE [exp {-6Vr)] + J ] E ^ cp exp - ^ h ^ + E^(r+D^' 
i^i [ L \ j=i / -
( I \ ] 
.1 Vr + W + J2^(r+l)j<T exp (-SVr) ^ . 
V 片 / J 
By noting that E {XY) 二 E [E {XY \Y)] = E [YE {X |y)] • Then we have 
k � ( ( ^ \\ 
Br = Q?^exp(—(5K)] + E ^ { e x p ( - ( 5 K ) ^ Q^exp -(^ ^ + ^ K r + i ) j 
i=i L \ \ 科 / / 
/ I \ 11 
.i\Y.y{r^l)j<T-W-V Vr 
Vi=i / � 
k ( nT-W 
二 c , E ( e - ^ ) + E { L ^ e - � � � 
.-fT—w—” cpe-—+W^,ie-�yl dv] . (3.3.11) 
Jo 丄 � J 
To evaluate (3.3.11), we further denote that 
Q = / o T — w — ” c p e — _ + " ) ^ , i e — � y 
二 - - ( 击 ) : / : 一 ^ ^ ' 、 - - 、 
二 cpe-6w f ^ y Pi (T — 1^ — ^) ’ （3.3.12) 
VM + ^ y 
where Pi (•) is the gamma distribution function of Y � T (/, “ + S). When 1 = 1’ 
j^"-W"-i; 
p^(T-W-v) 二 J^ (A^  + 5 )e - ( "+^dy 
二 i_e-(^5)(T-^^-W. 
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When 1 = 2， 
尸2 {T — W — v) 
二 f � ( ~ ^ y e - ( — d y 
Jo 丄！ 
二 — (M + 句 £ 一 y d e � * 
fT-M -^i; , n _ 
二 _ ( ^ + J) (T - Ty - .；) e-(^+s)(T-w-v) _ j^ e - _ d y 
= 尸 1 (T — 1^ — ”）- (M + )^ (T - 1^ — y e-("+^T-^-"). 
In general, 
Pi (T — V^ - v) 
( � [ ( " + (5) (T — W —州'—11 
二 l - { l + (M + W T - W - i ; ) + . " + ^ ^ ^ ^ " “ ^ n j ^ l ~ " j 
^ -^(^ ^+s){T-w-v) (3.3.13) 
for 1 二 1, 2，.... Thus, by applying (3.3.8), (3.3.12) and (3.3.13), (3.3.11) becomes 
� / \ fc+i 1 r 
D / ^ � ^sw 
Br = c , ( 斤 ） e 
- — 
+ c p , / r � � [ s ( ^ ) ^ pi (了—,-—彻. 
� / \ +^1 1r 
M \ -sw 
二 CR [ ^ ) ‘ 
» J 
- k_ 
+ c p e - - ( ^ ) 1 — f ^ ) fT-w e - � r � dv 
\SJ VA^ + ^/ Ji 
• • 
_cpe_("+J)T+"^ 
fT-w^ M p v V " ^ ) f l ( “ V " 1 ( T - [ W % . 
.L ^ ) i S ( T ) '-[VTs) ^l 广 . 
V L J 
Since 
y f ^ ^ Pi{T-W-v) 
台乂" + 5乂 
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二 ^_AL_) [1 — ^-{f^+S){T-W-v) 
v/^  + ^/ L 
+ ( - J i - ] [1 — e-(M+5)(T-W^-.) _ (^ + 5) (^ — , — ^) ^-(^+S)(T-W-v)-
VM + ^y L 
+ . . . 
+ f _ j L _ y i i _ e-(f^+^)(T-w-v) 
VM + ^ y ^  
— — . ( " + ^) (T - W - v)f'^ i^+s){T-W-v)X 
~ " ' ( ^ ^ J 
—fpq + pi_v+ + � ‘ 
[|^ + ^J [ff' + ^J VM + ^y _ 
— f / ^ � I I f ^ y ^-(M+S)(T-W-v) 
—Vi^ + ^y … V M + ^y j 
— ' ( ^ V + . . . + ( ^ V 1 (M + ^) (T — , - - ) e - _ ( T - " 
VM + ^ y VM + ^ y j 
_ ( H \ ‘ [(M + …(T - W — v)f-' ^_^,^S){T-W-V) 
" v ^ / (&-l)! _ / \ fc' 
二 (B.] l-PM 
\sj VA^ + ^/ 
_ ( f ^ ^ h - ( ^ X ' 




丄广“"、[l _ f _ ^ M (T - T^ - y W 1 (,+,)(T-H^-.) 
[ ^ l L V ^ y j (& — 1)! i . 
Moreover, following from (3.3.5), we have 「/ \ ^+1 1 � 
R . ( “ 1 P-縱 
Br = CR [ — 6 ) ‘ 
r I X fcl�/ \A:+i 1^ 
+ - D 1 - ( 击 ） （ ⑷ e - - G“rW) 
_ J L J 
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rT-W 
-cpe-("+^+"w / e^gr {v) 
JrW 
. { � 罔 [ 1 — f ^ V 1 ( n w ] dv (3.3.14) 
l^ v ^ / L ^J) J z! J 
where G j (•) is the distribution function of K with (K — r W ) � r (r (k + 1), “ + S). 
Finally, let 
rT-w (^^,)1^糾、「 ( u \^"'l ( T - W - v y ] ^ 
c「L 〜 ” ) { § ( v ) [ i - ( $ ) J ^ - ^ r ^ 
二 g ( f ) [ i _ f ^ y i ⑷广〜“卞―, -…、 (…” s v ^ y V"+0 i!"rw 
L. J 
— ( 严 6 " ” � p ^ i / ^ x r — / _ ^ x M / i x 
二 T{r{k + 1)) j ^ [ ~ 1 [ - V ^ y J � i ! ) 
.[T-w (T — H^ — ^y [v — r H T ( ^ i ) - i dv] (3.3.15) 
JrW J 
iorr = 1,2,...，〈|〉-1，and 
^ = r~^ (T - W - vY {v - rwy^'^'^-' dv. 
JrW 
Let V 二 rP^ + (T - W — rW)x. Then 
C^ = (1 (T — W^  — rWy (1 — # (T — H^ — r M ^ r ( _ - i :^『(叫-丄 
Jo 
• .{T-W-rW) dx 
二（T-V^-rMOr("+i)+'B(r(A: + l),< + l) 
,T w wW_+i r(r(fe + l))r(i + l) 
二（T_,-r,)( 聊 + 1) + “ 1 ) 
二 (T 一 W - r W r _ + 2 ？ 二 ： 二 (3.3.16) 
� r{k + 1) + 2j! 
for k = 1, 2，• •. and r 二 1,2,...，〈吾〉-1. 
After substituting (3.3.15) and (3.3.16) into (3.3.14)，the second part ofLop{k) 
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in (3.3.9) under the exponential distribution case is given by 
(‘） 
E BrP{Nz{T) = r) 
r=0 
{ w ) ( � / ., X^+1 1^ 
^ 5 卜 � e - -
r / \ k l � / \ k+l 1 ^ 
+ - 1 ) 1 - ( 击 ） � e - - G ) ( r - ^ ) 
_ J L J 
—cpe—("+^+"w ( / + i e " ^ y 
"^-1 m I _ / /i y - ^ \ { T - W - r W y ^ ' ^ ' ^ ^ ' ] 1 
. _ S U " J ( i _ U ^ J j [ " “ 树 jj 
-P{Nz{T) = r). (3-3.17) 
As a result, combining with (3.3.10) and (3.3.17), we obtain 
Lcp (^) 
( � f \ f c ] � f { ^ ) � / II \k+i r - M 
= { 一 1 ) [ 1 - _ | § — ( 击 ） d ,> 
〈杀〉f � / � � " + i r 
+ s H ( A ) - -
r / \ kl r / \ k+l 1 ^ ) 
+ - 1 ) 1 - ( 赤 ） { j ^ ) e - G “ " ) } 
- J 匕 ^ 
• [G, (T) - G,+1 (T)] 
〈工〉-1 
- E c p e - ( " + ^ + " ^ ( ^ i e " ” r 
7~二0 
1^-1 Z ^ X � _ / _ ^ X M (T - W - rT^r(hi)+2 \ 
i S w J r " V ^ J J ^ [ r i k + l ) ^ ^ ] \ ~ " J 
. [ a (T) - a + i (T)], (3-3.18) 
for k = 0，1,2,— 
Before determining the manufacturer's discounted costs, Lmn (cp, c^ v, k) and 
Lmp (cp, CN, k) under the exponential distribution, we first express (3.2.2.1) in the 
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following form: 
[N{t) / 1 y 
Cm{t) = E XI Cp6Xp -S J2 ^ij 
J=1 \ '^-1 厂 
(N{t) [ ( 1 \1| 
= E < ^ E Cp exp —S ^ Xij > 
U=i L V =^1 / J 
"iv(t> / \ r 
= � E E b ^ (by 3.3.7) 
i=i \A^  + " • • 
= 4 _ ( 缺 _ — 
- 。 ” ( ? ) 卦 - ( 击 ) > _ = , ) . (3.3.19) 
Since {N {t), t > 0} is a Poisson Process having rate p, /i > 0, it implies that 
尸剛二厂)二6-"爷 
for r 二 0，1,.... Hence, from (3.3.19), 
cut) = . ( ^ [ 1 - 1 ( ^ ) ^ - ¾ ^ ] 
= c p ( 0 ( l - e - , 
= c p ( t t ) (1 - e - M . (3.3.20) 
�\dJ V ) 
By using (3.3.20), from (3.2.2.3), L ^ (cp, Qv, k) under the exponential distribu-
tion case is followed. 
For Lmp (cp, CN, k), from (3.2.2.6)，we have 
Lmp {cp,CN,k) 
{^)r-l f � k ( ( 1 W 
二 5 ] 5 ^ E (cr-ci^) + ( c p - c p ) ^ e x p - ^ ^ + E ^ ( W b -
r=l i=0 [ L '二1 V V J=1 / / J 
-e^^{-6V,)]P{Nz{T) = r) 
� r - l 
+ E E Cm {W) E [exp (―购]P {Nz (T> = r) 
r = l i=0 
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� f � k ( ( 1 \\ 
+ 5] El {Cr-CR) + {Cp-Cp)J2eXp -d W + J2^{r+i)j 
r=0 [ [ i=l \ \ J=1 / 
( 1 M 1 
.I Vr + W + ^Y^r^i),<T] exp(-SVr)\P(Nz(T)=r) 
\ 片 / J 
⑷ 
+ f^ Cm {W) E [exp i-6Vr)] P {Nz (T) 二 r ) . (3.3.21) 
r = 0 
For simplification, we let 
� ^ � r - l 




E = J2 Cm {W) E [exp ( - 5 K ) ] P {Nz {T) = r). 
r-0 
Then, by using (3.3.8) and (3.3.10)，we have 
〈杀〉 f r - i [ / . \^+i V � 
D = ECr.mn^ziT) = r)lE [ ^ s ) e—" 
y* 1 % U \ Z 
〈吾〉 「/ u \"+i r _ i 
二 0 ^ ( , ) 签 严 ） （ 赤 ） e - - , 
L � 
and by using (3.3.6) and (3.3.8), 
f(^>�/ “、糾 r 
E = Cm{W){Y: ^ ) e-^^ [ a (T) - a + , ( T ) ] . 
r-0 V^ + ^/ 
L. ^ / 
\ Thus, 
〈吾〉 「/ u、糾 r — 1 
D + E 二 O n ( W O E G r m ^ e-縱 
r=l \M+^/ 
L J 
(^ > � / “ \^ +i r 
- C “ � + i ( T ) ( 击 ） e -
L. J 
〈吾〉 「/ u � " + i r 
.C.iW)EOAT) ( ^ ) e -
L J 
〈吾〉 「/ u 、糾 y] 
二 On W 1 + E Gr { T ) ( 击 ) e - 縱 . （3.3.22) 
. r— L 」 
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Refer to (3.3.21), we use (3.3.20), (3.3.22) and replace CR and cp by (c^ -
cn) and {cp - cp) in (3.3.18) respectively. For k = 0,1，2,. •., the expression of 
Lmp (cp, CN, k) under the exponential distribution case is given by 
Lmp {cp,CN,k) 
- fc_、 
- { i c r - c n H i c , - c , ) e - ^ ^ { ^ ) [l-(^)J ； 
f(^) 「/ “、糾 r-M 
. [ ? , ( ” ( • ) e -‘ > 
⑷ 「/ u 严 r 
+ § 卜 - 。 《 ) — ( 击 ） - -
r / \ k i � / \k+i y ) 
+ ( 0 一 > 1 ) 1 - ( 击 ） （ 击 ） e - G M T -叫 
曙 」 ^ 
. [ a (T) - a + i (T)i 
/x\_i 
— ^ (。广匚尸)6侧輩(/+^”’ 
r=0 
(k-l /^ m\ r / ^ 广 ] ( r - H^  - rW)r(^ i)+i I 
i § w J r v ^ j J (r^("l)+2)! j 
• [G. (T) — a + i (T)] 
(^> � / xfc+i r ^ 
+c, ( ¾ (1 - e - 总 - ) 1 + E Gr {T) ( $ ) e - 縱 . （ 3 . 3 . 2 3 ) 
匕 J > 
\ 
3.4 Numerical Examples 
In this section, for the exponential distribution case, we will demonstrate 
some examples for studying the consumer and manufacturer's optimal policies 
for minimizing their costs. The parameter values are taken as CR = 12, c_/v 二 
5.15，cp 二 2.8, Cr 二 2, Cp 二 1.2, T = 8 ， 恢 = 2 ’ L 二 1, 5 二 0.05 and ^ 二 2. 
The results are listed below: 
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k Lcn {k) Lmn{cp,CN,k) Lgp {k) Lmp{cp,CN,k) 
~ 0 4 9 ^ -22.899 38.206 -17.633 
1 43.341 -21.138 38.030* -18.159 
2 46.406 -22.961 38.334 -18.709 
3 41.736 -21.163 38.935 -19.366 
4 41.662 -21.160 38.855 -19.598 
5 41.591 -21.153 38.398 -19.525 
6 44.808 -22.967 38.148 -19.496 
7 40.216* -21.160 38.278 -19.656 
8 38.653 -19.960 
9 39.109 -20.323 
10 39.531 -20.677 
11 39.840 -20.969 
12 39.987 -21.164 
13 39.964 -21.248 
14 39.797 -21.234 
15 39.540 -21.150 
16 39.250 -21.030 
17 38.975 -20.904 
18 38.745 -20.793 
19 38.571 -20.706 
20 38.450 -20.644 
21 38.371 -20.603 
22 38.323 -20.578 
23 38.296 -20.563 
24 38.281 -20.555 
25 38.273 -20.551 
26 38.269 -20.549 
27 38.267 -20.548 
28 38.267 -20.547 
29 38.266 -20.547 
30 38.266 -20.547 
31 38.266 -20.547 
32 38.266 -20.547 
33 38.266 -20.547 
34 38.266 -20.547 
35 38.266 -20.547 
100 38.266 -20.547 
oc 38.266 -20.547 . 
Table 3.1 Consumer and Manufacturer's discounted costs, 
the bold figures indicate the minimum consumer discounted 
costs and the corresponding discounted costs of manufacturer 
under each policy. 
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Hence from Table 3.1, we find that the minimum Lcn {k) = 40.216 when the 
consumer chooses the number of renewals k = 7. For Lcp{k), from (3.3.18), it is 
easy to see that it converges to a constant when k is large although it is generally 
oscillating. In fact, Lcp{k) = CR + cp ( f ) ( e —縱 - e _ ^ ) as k — oo. Thus, we 
can still obtain the minimum Lcp {k) 二 38.030 when the consumer chooses the 
number of repair k = 1. Since Lep(l) < Lcn(7), the consumer would choose a 
1-repair policy rather than a 7-renewal policy. Futhermore, the corresponding 
cost to the manufacturer should be L— {cp, Qv, 1) 二 —18.159. 
In addition, as described before, the manufacturer can manipulate CN and 
cp only. Therefore, we can observe the change of the optimal policies and the 
discounted costs as one of such parameters vary. Also, we always use the results 
when CN 二 5.15 and cp : 2.8 as a reference for comparison. 
From the tabulated results in Tables 3.2 and 3.3, it seems that the optimal 
policy for consumer is sensitive to the change of costs, i.e., a policy becomes more 
attractive if its relevant cost decreases. The reason behind this is trivial. 
On the other hand, we see that the manufacturer can always apply a better 
policy so that the consumer will fall into a 'trap'. Consequently, the warranty 
contract will be beneficial to the manufacturer. We are not surprise with this 
result, because the warranty contract is proposed by manufacturer, and nobody 
wishes to be caught in his own 'trap'. In this example, the manufacturer prefers 
CN 二 4.75 to 5.15 when the other parameters are fixed or chooses cp 二 2.6 or 2.7 
to replace 2.8 when the others keep unchanged so that it will be beneficial to both 
consumer and manufacturer in the sense of earning. Finally, the manufacturer's 
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optimal policy might be an oo-repair policy as setting whatever c^ > 4.75 and 
cp = 2.7. 
~~~consumer's~~ consumer's manufacturer's 
CN optimal policy discounted cost discounted cost 
" X ^ 1-repair 38：^0 -18.159 
5.45 1-repair 38.030 -18.159 
5.35 1-repair 38.030 -18.159 
5.25 1-repair 38.030 -18.159 
(5.15) 1-repair 38.030 -18.159 
5.05 1-repair 38.030 -18.159 
4.95 1-repair 38.030 -18.159 
4.85 1-repair 38.030 -18.159 
4.75 7-renewal 38.025 -18.969 
Table 3.2 The optimal policies and discounted costs as CN varies 
~~consumer's~~ consumer's manufacturer's 
cp optimal policy discounted cost discounted cost 
" ^ ~~0-repair 38：206 -17.633 
3.1 0-repair 38.206 -17.633 
3.0 0-repair 38.206 -17.633 
2.9 0-repair 38.206 -17.633 
(2.8) 1-repair 38.030 -18.159 
2.7 oo-repair 37.328* -19.609 
2.6 oo-repair 36.390 -18.671 
2.5 oo-repair 35.452 -17.733 
2.4 oo-repair 丨 34.514 -16.795 
Table 3.3 The optimal policies and discounted costs as cp varies 
However, the optimal policies for the consumer and manufacturer cannot be 
found analytically and our results are only limited to the product with exponen-
tially distributed operation times. 
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